Multichromosomal structure of the onion mitochondrial genome and a transcript analysis.
The structures of plant mitochondrial genomes are more complex than those of animals. One of the reasons for this is that plant mitochondrial genomes typically have many long and short repeated sequences and intra- and intermolecular recombination may create various DNA molecules in this organelle. Recombination may sometimes create a novel gene that causes cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS). The onion has several cytoplasm types, with some causing CMS while others do not. The complete mitochondrial genome sequence of the onion was reported for an inbred line with CMS-S cytoplasm; however, the number of differences between onion strains remains unclear, and studies on purified mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) have not yet been performed. Furthermore, analyses of transcripts in the mitochondrial genome have not been conducted. In the present study, we examined the mitochondrial genome of the onion variety "Momiji-3" (Allium cepa L.) possessing CMS-S-type cytoplasm using next-generation sequencing (NGS). The "Momiji-3" mitochondrial genome mainly exists as three circles as a result of recombination through repeated sequences and we herein succeeded for the first time in visualizing its structure using pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE). The ability to clarify the structure of the mitochondrial genome is rare in plant mitochondria; therefore, "Momiji-3" represents a good example for elucidating complex plant mitochondrial genomes. We also mapped transcript data to the mitochondrial genome in order to identify the RNA-editing positions in all gene-coding regions and estimate the expression levels of genes. We identified 635 editing positions in gene-coding regions. Start and stop codons were created by RNA editing in six genes (nad1, nad4L, atp6, atp9, ccmFC, and orf725). The transcript amounts of novel open reading frames (ORFs) were all markedly lower than those of functional genes. These results suggest that a new functional gene was not present in the mitochondrial genome of "Momiji-3", and that the candidate gene for CMS is orf725, as previously reported.